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When Federal Science Stopped
5.7% Increase Catches NIH By Surprise

1995 the Warmest Year? Yes and No

Med Schools Receive Hughes Windfall

Russia: Tampering Allegations Stall
Science Law

Guarding Against Premature Birth

France: Cancer Charity Falls Afoul of
Audit Court

Fund Fuels a Resurgence of Basic
Research

RESEARCH NEWS

Particle Physicists Take to Orbit

Pacific Basin Gathering in Hawaii
Fill's With Chemists

Millennial Climate Oscillation Spied

Physicists Produce First Antiatom

Zoologists Flock to U.S. Capital for
Annual Assembly
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Genetic Clues to Alzheimer's Disease
N. N. Dewji and S. J. Singer

Selector Genes, Polymorphisms, and
Evolution
D. Tautz

Lord of the Rings: GroES Structure
M. Mayhew and F. U. Hartl

Approaching the Quantum Gate
D. Voss

ARTICLES

Cation-π Interactions in Chemistry and
Biology: A New View of Benzene, Phe,
Tyr, and Trp
D. A. Dougherty

Quantum Engineering of Optical
Nonlinearities
E. Rosencher, A. Fiore, B. Vinter, V. Berger,
Ph. Bois, J. Nagle
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THIS WEEK IN SCIENCE

EDITORIAL
A Science Paper Is...

LETTERS
Global Warming and the Arctic: O. M.
Johannessen, E. Børgo, M. W. Miles • Collaboration
and Data Sharing: Continued: E. T. Dangel
III; B. Mishkin • Megajoules and Other Missions:
E. M. Campbell and J. C. Browne • Corridors for
Wildlife: D. F. Reed; C. P. Dunn • Fusion Progress:
N. A. Davies

BOOK REVIEWS
Politics on the Endless Frontier, reviewed by A.
Needell • Colobine Monkeys, R. F. Kay • Vignettes

AAAS MEETINGS

RANDOM SAMPLES

MISSING LINK FOR Miocene Apes • Biotech on a Roll
• Black Hole Probe
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The shape of Mars relative to an ellipsoid: reds are highs and greens are lows. The red line indicates the geologic boundary between the distinctive northern and southern hemispheres and is solid where a scarp has been mapped. The differences in ellipsoidal heights (that is, the highs and lows) do not correlate with the geologic boundary. See page 184. [Image: G. A. Neumann and M. T. Zuber]